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THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
Appleton, Wisconsin
This report presents a summary of the results obtained in conjunction
with the Continuous Baseline Study from October 1, 1956, to March 31, 1957-
a period of six months--and is supplementary to a similar report dated October 1,
1956. The duration of each reported period and number of samples processed
during each are given in Table I; the number of samples processed from each
7 participating mill during each period is shown in Table II.
Previous summary reports have presented data for 111 periods of the
Continuous Baseline Study. This report summarizes the results obtained for
periods 112 to 117. As indicated by the current F.K.I. test averages shown
in Table III and graphically illustrated in Figure 1, it may be seen that the
* following trends have been evident during periods 1 to 117.
Basis Weight: The basis weight averages varied only slightly
from a level of 43 lb.
Caliper: The caliper averages decreased from a high of
15.6 points during the initial period to 13.4
points during the 41st period at which time
caliper had reached a plateau from which it has
decreased slightly to its present level of 12.7
points.
Bursting Strength: The bursting strength averages increased
substantially during the first 36 periods of the
Continuous Baseline Study (from approximately
I
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TABLE I
DURATION OF REPORTED PERIODS AND NUMBER OF 42-LB.
KRAFT LINERBOARD SAMPLES PER PERIOD
Number of
' Period Duration Samples
112 October 1 through October 31, 1956 108
113 November 1 through November 30, 1956 88
114 December 1 through December 31, 1956 85
115 January 1 through January 31, 1957 91
116 February 1 through February 28, 1957 84










TABULATION BY PERIODS OF THE NUMBER OF SAM4PLFS OF 42-LB.
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Continuous Baseline Study has been in progress. This summary report, as men-
tioned previously, is concerned with reviewing the results not only for the
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I5 jin-progress reports 112 through 117o Therefore, with the over-all trends
still in mind, it may be of interest to summarize briefly the trends for the
current periods. Reference should be made to Table IV and Figure 2 where
the current F.K.I. averages are shown in tabular and graphical form, res-
pectively. From these data it may be seen that
(1) Basis weight has remained constant at a level of 43.1 lb.
(2) Caliper has also maintained a constant average near 12.7
points.
(3) Bursting strength has exhibited a slight upward trend-from
107 to 111 p.s.i. gage.
(4) Machine and cross-machine direction Emendorf tear also have
exhibited slight upward trends, both averages having increased approximately
5 g./sheet.
The test results obtained for individual mills during periods 112
through 117 are summarized in Table V. Given in Table V are the table numbers
and figure numbers (and their pertinent page numbers) in which are shown the
results for individual mills. Thus it may be noted in Table V, for example,
that the results for Mill A are presented in Table VI and Figure 3, that the
results for Mill B are presented in Table VII and Figure 4, and so ono In
-addition to this information, summarized succinctly for each mill in Table V,
are the trends associated with each test For example,the trends for Mill A
during periods 112 to 117 were the following:
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TABLE X
TABULATION OF CURRENT AVERAGES BY PERIODS FOR MILL E
Basis Bursting Elmenc
Weight, Caliper, Strength, g./
Period lb. points p.s.i. g. In
112 42.9 13.2 116 312
113 43.0 13o4 116 306
114 43.2 13.5 115 310
115 42.8 13.7 119 322
116 42.9 13.6 114 310
117 42.6 13.3 116 312
TABLE XI
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TABLE XIV
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- 114 43.6 12.4
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I 117 43.8 323 374
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Figure 2
Comparison of Current F.K.I. Averages for Periods 112 through 117
I- _ 
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Figure 3
Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill A
Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute, Inc.


























Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill B
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Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill E
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Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill I
a ,
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Figure 17
Comparison of Current Mill Average by Periods for Mill O
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Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill S
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Figure 21
Comparison of Current Mill Averages by Periods for Mill R (Drum Linerboard)
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1. Basis weight constant near 43 lb.
2. Caliper constant near 12.3 pt.
3. Bursting strength variable from 105 to 118 p.s.i. gage.
4. Machine direction tear exhibited a slight upward trend.
5. Cross-machine direction tear also exhibited a slight upward
trend0
The trends for every other mill are summarized in this same way in
Table V making it easy to compare trends for the various mills From a
comparison of these trends, it may be noted in Table V that most of the mills
had constant basis weight averages, constant caliper averages, constant or
variable bursting strength averages (i.e., no distinct trends), and either
constant or variable tear averages (machine and cross°machine directions).
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